Raves for The Extreme Searcher’s Internet Handbook
“A treasure trove of tips and tricks for finding information online. … Despite being aimed at
serious searchers, this is an excellent book for people of any skill level.”
—Chris Sherman, SearchDay
“A phenomenal resource for both extreme and not-so-extreme researchers. Great tips, clear
explanations, and years of expertise distilled into 250 pages of clear, engaging text. This book
should be on every searcher’s desk.”
—Mary Ellen Bates, author,
Building & Running a Successful Research Business,
and co-author, Researching Online for Dummies
“A highly useful guide for librarians, teachers, researchers, students and anyone else wanting to
use the internet for more serious search purposes. … easy to read … succeeds in giving in-depth
advice … while avoiding technical jargon.”
—Sarah McNicol, New Library World
“A wonderful volume … has extreme quantities of new and useful information … highly
recommended for librarians, researchers, students, teachers, and extreme searchers everywhere.”
—Melissa Aho, Public Services Quarterly
“Hock has provided a superb reference book of use to a wide range of people with all sorts of
online needs.”
—Donna Carroll, Reference Reviews
“This book … and its supplemental website are an excellent resource for those of us who don’t
have the time to keep up with all the new and changing resources on the Internet outside of our
area of expertise.”
—Margaret Henderson, Issues in Science and Technology Librarianship
“Clearly laid out and easy to read. Screenshots supplement the written information and a full
index ensures that readers will be able to find content quickly and easily. … a very useful book
to have.”
—Phil Bradley, Program: Electronic Library and Information Systems
“When a search fails, check this book for new approaches. When a source doesn’t behave as it
did before, check this book for alternatives. When you’re confronted with an entirely new type of
request or a topic area with which you are totally unfamiliar, check this book for a qualified
resource.”
—Marydee Ojala, editor, ONLINE
“Buying this book has to be the quickest way you can access year’s of hard-won web searching
experience. Invaluable.”
—William Hann, FreePint

“Should be required reading for librarians, online professionals, and anyone else who wants to
get the most out of the Internet. Recommended.”
—CHOICE
“[Hock’s] clear and useful guide will help anyone interested in going beyond Google, explaining
when, why, and how best to use various search tools and other web resources.”
—Library Journal
“A great how-to guide by one of the world’s foremost search trainers.”
—Greg Notess, Search Engine Showdown

